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ABSTRACT: Obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA) secondary to pressure garments used to treat hypertrophic scarring of burns has never been reported. The present study describes two children who presented with OSA following introduction of such garments for management of hypertrophic scars following severe facial and upper body burns. Complex sleep polysomnography confirmed severe OSA with desaturations sufficient to result in physiological dysfunction that significantly improved on removal of the garments.

As there is little evidence to suggest that the use of such garments alters the end result, the potentially serious side effect of obstructive sleep apnoea should be considered before their use is advised.


Healing of burns may result in hypertrophic scars and the use of special garments applying pressure over specified areas of the skin has been proposed to reduce the risk of such scarring. To date, there is yet no scientific valid proof concerning the usefulness of such garments, but several side effects have been described. This report presents data on two youngsters developing severe obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA) upon the application of such garments, an association never described before.

Case 1

A 10-yr-old male child was referred for assessment of OSA six months after falling face first into an open camp fire during an epileptic fit. He had sustained severe burns to his face, neck and chest, which had been grafted. He had severe facial skin distortion, his chin was tethered to his chest and the mouth opening was limited. Following surgery, pressure garments were fitted to prevent neck flexion and he was then noted to have nocturnal desaturations associated with noisy breathing. Examination revealed an obliterated right nostril but a normal left nostril and no tonsillar hypertrophy.

Complex sleep polysomnography (CSP) with and without garments was performed in a sleep laboratory with continuous recording of electroencephalogram (EEG), electrooculogram (EOG), nasal airflow, abdomen and chest wall movement, using respiratory inductance plethysmography, transcutaneous carbon dioxide (TcCO2) and oxygen saturation. With pressure garments on, shoulder shrug and paradoxical chest wall movement (defined by respiratory effort associated with abdominal and chest efforts being in the opposite direction) occurred. Gasping and restlessness were present in rapid eye movement (REM) sleep and desaturations to the low 80% were seen with obstructive respirations. TcCO2 rose from 44 mmHg to 54 mmHg. After removal of the garments, recession and paradoxical breathing immediately decreased and although several obstructive hypopnoeas (as defined by an amplitude amplitude reduction in flow $\leq 50\%$, that lasted longer than the preceding two breaths [1]) occurred, these were not associated with desaturation. EEG did not show any epileptiform waves.

Case 2

A 14-yr-old child under treatment with the psychiatrists for nocturnal enuresis was referred 6 months after sustaining deep partial thickness burns to 40% of his body including face, neck and chest. These occurred whilst lighting a bonfire with methylated spirits. Following introduction of an upper body pressure garment with hood, his previously mild snoring worsened and his occasional nocturia increased to such a frequency as to require inpatient attention. He started snorting, had marked restlessness at night, daytime somnolence and complained of morning headache. His forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1) and forced vital capacity (FVC) in the garment were both reduced by 25%. He had a family history of nonproblematic snoring. He fell asleep three times during the examination, snored loudly and was awoken by obstructive events.

CSP was performed showing significant OSA. There were repeated desaturations below 80% to a minimum of 66%, CO2 retention (TcCO2 increased from 46 mmHg at the start to 59 mmHg) and arousals associated with obstructive events. Although he continued to snore after removal of his garments there were no further desaturations.
His \( T_c, CO_2 \) returned to initial levels within 1 h of removing the pressure garment.

**Discussion**

The present case studies have described how the use of pressure garments can lead to severe OSA, a previously unreported association. Case one was already at risk of obstructive events due to his skin distortion, trismus, loss of a nasal airway and flexural neck contractions and case two had a preexisting risk of OSA with his positive family history. OSA causes significant morbidity in children [2–4]. There are a variety of manifestations associated with OSA including daytime somnolence, fatigue, deterioration in memory and learning, difficult behaviour and in severe cases, neurodevelopmental delay. Energy expenditure from the increased work of breathing can lead to failure to thrive. Symptoms on waking may include headache, dry mouth and disorientation [2–4]. Although arterial pressures should return to normal after ventilation resumes, apnoeas which are prolonged or in quick succession can cause persistently raised arterial pressure and right heart strain. This, in addition to hypoxia, increases the risk of arrhythmia’s and sudden death, especially in infants [5].

The degree of hypoxia seen in the two patients may have led to irreversible changes if the garments had been worn for the 1–3 yr period requested by the surgeon. The use of a tight fitting face garment may lead to OSA by changing tissue elastance or resistance. An upper chest pressure garment could theoretically create a restrictive chest wall (as seen in the FVC of case two) and a reduction in functional residual capacity similar to reductions seen in scoliosis [6, 7]. This may limit ability to increase tidal volume after periods of hypopnoea and apnoea [6]. Restriction of chest wall expansion by a constrictive garment may also limit minute ventilation or increase the ventilation perfusion ratio mismatch [6]. Pressure garment treatment is usually prolonged, expensive and compliance is low. There is no consensus for optimal pressure [7], and despite precise measurements at fitting the pressure [8] applied is inconsistent. Moreover, facial pressure garments can alter facial growth and tooth position in children [9] and other complications have been described [10, 11].

These case reports emphasize that the use of pressure garments in the management of hypertrophic burn scars

![Fig. 1. – Traces from the complex polysomnography of case two. Tracing with a) garment on shows paradoxical respirations, disrupted flow and desaturations associated with obstructive events which resolve on b) removal of the garment. C3-A2: electroencephalogram-left central lead O2; O2-A1: electroencephalogram-right occipital lead; RI-A1: right electrooculogram; RIB-RF: chest plethysmography; ABDO-RF: respiritrace; FLOW-RF: nasal flow; SaO\(_2\)-RF: transcutaneous oxygen saturation (measured using pulse oximetry); LE-A2: electrooculogram has been removed from the screen because of electrical interference to the signal; RF: reference.](image)
may cause or amplify existing obstructive sleep apnoea and lead to significant morbidity. As there is little scientific evidence to support the widespread use of such garments, physicians need to be aware of the potential for such significant complications, especially if pre-existing risks are present.
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